During any event, the mission is for the attendees to have a safe and positive experience. Salamander helps create an environment where the attendees can enjoy the event while our solutions work in the background to assist with safety and security. Salamander establishes a full operational picture by allowing command and control staff to TAG and TRACK all assets and attendees in real-time throughout the event.

From start to finish, Salamander allows you to manage ongoing activities from behind the scenes. Pull reports in real-time or post-event for critical ROI support on all activities with automated timestamped logs.

**TAG**
- Create TAGs for attendees ahead of time based on registration
- Quickly create TAGs on the spot for event staff, volunteers, and emergency personnel
- Establish interoperability across emergency agencies for complete situational awareness
- Supports NIMS federal standards

**TRACK**
- Monitor in real-time all tagged attendees, staff, volunteers, and emergency personnel
- Create access control to secure perimeters limiting access to various parts of the facility
- See where resources are located in real-time on a plotted digital map
- Easily coordinate support to assure that the proper staffing is ready and able to facilitate

**REPORT**
- Create a contingency plan that coordinates with emergency agencies in preparation of an incident
- Pull comprehensive REPORTs during the event to access real-time data and incident logs
- Once the event concludes, use REPORTs to capture data to evaluate the success of the event
Examples of events with Salamander’s INTELLIGENT ACCOUNTABILITY™ suite running in the background:

TAG APP
Allow resources to check-in and check-out of an event in real-time with their mobile phone.

TRACK APP
Instantly TRACK the location of resources anytime, know their qualifications, and conduct PAR.

RAPID TAG
Quickly create interoperable TAGs for volunteers for an overall operational picture.

SIV
Perform real-time verification to ensure resources coming on-scene are active, vetted, and qualified.